
Eyes closed, no feathers
Hatchling

Eyes open, some feathers
Nestling

Full feathered, hopping
around, fluttering wings

Fledgling

Is it 
injured?

Did a
cat catch it?

Is it
bleeding?

What does the baby
bird look like?

No

Can you find the nest?

Make a new nest!
Phone JHB Wildlife Vet

for help

No

Put it back in 
the nest

Yes

Baby Bird?
Found a

Is the bird in danger?

Move the bird to a safer
location or contact 

JHB Wildlife Vet 

Yes
Leave the bird alone
the parents will keep

feeding it

No

I don't know
Yes/

No

Is it an
adult?

Is it 
Injured?

Where did
you find it?

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO
FEED IT!
Keep in a warm and
ventilated box until
sunset. Then place
outside on a high, flat
area.
The baby will emit a
distress call that the
mother should respond
to.

Did the mother
collect the baby?

Yes

Gently pick the bat up using
a cloth/place a cardboard
box over the bat where it
has landed. Take a piece of
cardboard and gently slide it
between the box and the
surface the bat is on. Gently
turn the container right side
up.
Take this container outside
after sunset and place on a
high, flat surface 

Flying
indoors

Close the doors to
contain the bat in a
single room.
Widely open all the
windows in the room.
Turn any outside lights
on.
The bat should navigate
its way outside.
DO NOT "GUIDE" THE
BAT WITH A
BROOM/SPORTS
EQUIPMENT.

Is it a 
baby?

Bat?
Found a

No

I don't know
Yes/

Can you see the
roost/other adult

bats entering a
crevice nearby?

Yes No
Place the bat back

in the roost.

No

On the ground
or elsewhere

The bat flew out
successfully

The bat landed or
didn't move/leave


